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Charlie Duke salutes
the American flag on
April 16, 1972 as he
stands on the lunar

surface. — NASA

In this picture a mid-Qing dynasty era Lian Po shadow puppet
is seen on display at the Beijing Shadow Show Troupe office
in Beijing. 

A mid-Qing dynasty era shadow puppet character is seen on
display at the Beijing Shadow Show Troupe office in Beijing.

A mid-Qing dynasty era shadow puppet depicting a horse and carriage is seen on display at the Beijing Shadow Show Troupe
office in Beijing.

A mid-Qing dynasty era shadow puppet depicting a building gate is seen on display at the
Beijing Shadow Show Troupe office in Beijing.— AFP photos 

Jin Xinchun, a member of the Flying Dragon Troupe, creates a shadow puppet at the troupe’s
studio on the outskirts of Beijing.

Beijing Shadow Show Troupe puppet master Lu Baogang (second right) and his puppeteers
conduct a performance for schoolchildren in Beijing.

It was the biggest piece of supposed fake news
before the term “fake news” was even invented.
Millions of people across the world still believe

that no one has ever walked on the Moon, and that
the images that NASA broadcast in July 1969 were
shot in a Hollywood studio. Thousands of Internet
sites are devoted to “proving” that the landing
never happened, or calling into question the whole
Apollo 11 mission.   Some claim that NASA did not
have the technological know-how to pull off such a
coup, or that if it did that it wasn’t done with a
human crew-who would surely have been fried
alive by cosmic rays.

Others tout possible alien involvement, which of
course has been covered up-as has the lunar civi-
lization the astronauts discovered... But almost all
the conspiracy theories focus on supposed anom-
alies in the grainy photos and videos which NASA
sent back to Earth. Shadows in the footage show
they were suspect, as is the absence of stars in the
sky in some images-theories which have long since
been refuted by scientists. Yet theories live on
regardless of proof from the Lunar Orbiter in 2009
which showed the abandoned modules from Apollo
11, 14, 15, 16 and 17 still on the Moon’s surface.

Six in 10 Russians skeptical 
When Apollo 11’s lunar module touched

down on the Sea of Tranquility in 1969, less

than one in 20 Americans doubted what they
were seeing on their television screens. By the
turn of the century a Gallup poll found skepti-
cism has only spread to six percent of the
population.

In contrast, more than half of Russians-the
old Cold War enemy-still refuse to believe that
the Americans got there first. But surprisingly
serious doubt is also rampant among some of
Washington’s closest allies, with a 2009 TNS
survey showing a quarter of British people did
not believe the landings happened, while nine
percent of French people were also uncon-
vinced, according to pollsters Ifop. Academic
Didier Desormeaux, who has written widely on
conspiracy theories, said the more important an
event the more likely it is to attract outrageous
counter narratives. 

“Conquering space was a major event for
humanity. Undermining that can shake the very
foundations of science and man’s mastery of
nature,” he told AFP, making it a huge target for
conspiracists. While earlier conspiracy theories
also involved images-such as the assassination
of US president John F Kennedy in 1963, and
the so-called Roswell UFO incident-”what is
new about these rumors is that they are based
on a minute deconstruction of the images sent
back by NASA,” the French specialist insisted.

‘Images anaesthetize thinking’ 
For Desormeaux it is the first time a “conspira-

cy theory was built entirely around the visual
interpretation of a media event-which they
denounce entirely as a set-up.” The same logic
has been used repeatedly to dismiss school mas-
sacres in the US as fake, he added, with hardcore
conspiracists claiming that the dead “are played
by actors”. “Images can anaesthetise our capaci-
ty to think” when deployed with ever more twist-
ed leaps of logic, Desormeaux warned. “The
power of such theories is that no matter what
they survive, because they become a belief which
comes with a kind of evangelism and so they can
go on forever,” he added.

For NASA’s former official historian Roger
Launius, “the fact that the denials of the Moon
landings would not go away should not surprise
anyone.” Launius-who has devoted a large part
of his career to fighting them-said in his latest
book, “Apollo’s Legacy”, that deniers “do not
accept the same rules of investigation and knowl-
edge that all others live by. “They have tapped
into a rich vein of distrust of government, pop-
ulists critiques of society and questions about the
fundamentals of (scientific method) and knowl-
edge creation,” he added.

For decades they have played on “our deepest
and most secret fears”, fed by America’s defeat in

the Vietnam war at home and by anti-
Americanism abroad, he said. But Launius also
blames the media for adding fuel to flames of
paranoia. “Moon landings denials were fanned
by... competition for a new and different perspec-
tive on the events,” he said. — AFP

How conspiracy theories followed man to the Moon

Shadow puppets flitting across screens and reliving
age old stories have fascinated Chinese people for
some 2,000 years, but with falling audiences troupes

are having to be creative to stay on the stage. On a
translucent screen in a Beijing classroom, a child with a
cosmic ring takes on the son of the dragon king, attacking
him with huge thrusts of his lance. Behind the screen, pup-
peteers use rods to move the figures, to the joy of the
schoolchildren watching. The legends of the past are the
bedrock of shadow theatre-a tradition still popular in the
countryside, though it has lost much ground in large cities
over the last few decades.

Shadow theatre was celebrated up until the 1960s
when it was targeted as part of the Cultural Revolution. It
had something of a renaissance in the 1980s and in 2011
was included on UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage
list. For the Chinese, the show is the forerunner of cinema-
in the Chinese language the word “cinema” literally means
“electric shadow”. With video games, film and TV now
vying for viewers glued to their smartphones, shadow the-
atre is slowly losing its audience, and performers are
struggling to keep their heads above water.

Wiping his forehead after his furious on-stage battle,
Lu Baobang-one of the last puppeteers of the old genera-

tion-is worried there is no one to replace him when he
retires. “We can’t offer reasonable living standards to
young apprentices,” said Lu, who descends from a large
family that developed one of the main schools of shadow
theatre in Beijing.

‘Like my babies’ 
While the theatre struggles to attract young peoples’

interest, a troupe in a Beijing suburb-whose performers
have an average age of 22 — has managed to survive.  It
is made up of 60 or so puppeteers with dwarfism, who
present themselves as having an average height of 1.26
meters. Jin Xinchun is one of them. He was struggling to
find work several years ago, before he discovered the
troupe online and moved to Beijing to join it where he
was employed as a puppet maker. “I am always happy to
cut old leather to make beautiful puppets. They are my
babies!”, Jin told AFP.

Wang Xi, a puppeteer founded the troupe with her
husband in 2008 after meeting with the national associa-
tion of dwarves. “They had trouble finding work. And it
was hard for us to find successors. Our collaboration is
like two drawbacks that turned out to a be a plus!” The
puppeteers now perform regularly in schools. But Wang Xi
said she is nervous about the future: “Our masters are all
older than 80 and they obviously won’t be able to go on
stage in 10 years.” State support is key to keeping shadow
theatre alive, Lu said. “The government is aware of the
importance of traditional culture, what we need now are
concrete measures,” he said. “This art will have no future if
we don’t give young people hope.” — AFP

Chinese shadow theatre fights
against dying of the light

Kun Du, a member of the Flying Dragon Troupe, creates a shad-
ow puppet at the troupe’s studio on the outskirts of Beijing.

In this picture taken on April 17, 2019, Beijing Shadow Show Troupe puppeteers (left) conduct a
performance for pupils (right) at a school sportsground on the outskirts of Beijing.


